
WRITE ABOUT YOURSELF ESL WORKSHEETS ADULTS

A collection of ESL, EFL downloadable, printable worksheets, practice exercises and activities to teach about introduce,
yourself, introduce yourself.

Go out of the classroom and tell the three students the secret on the slip and explain to them that they must all
claim to have that secret. When everyone has prepared their questions, ask a student to come to the front of the
class. When the introductions have been made, the corresponding snowballs are removed from the game. Ask
the students to write their name and five things about themselves on the paper, e. After the students have
written their secrets, collect in the slips. The student with the most points at the end of the game wins. Have
the students put the five sentences in the correct order using the sequence words on the board. He is 11 years
old', etc. If a student is the last person to put both hands in the circle a second time, they get a letter 'B'.
Students produce an original fable, using narrative target language. Give each student three blank cards.
Teams then take it in turns to choose a number and ask a question. She's Kate, and I'm Amiko'. After a few
minutes of questioning, the students vote for the person who they think is telling the truth. This game helps
you to introduce yourself to the class and gives you insight into your students' level of English. The last
student to do this loses and gets the letter 'A'. Author: Jackie McAvoy Level: Intermediate, Upper intermediate
Type: Teaching notes To encourage the use of phrases which express attitude and emotion in a factual letter. If
a student forgets the name of a teammate, the team starts over from the first student. The students can do this
verbally or you can have them write the sentences. However, don't explain this to the students. These lesson
plans and materials are appropriate for general English classes, for Exams classes, for EAP and for all types of
English. If this happens a third time, they get a letter 'C'.


